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What's New in the Tiny Multi Bootloader (formerly Tiny Avr Pic Bootloader )?

===================================
===== Tiny Multi Bootloader+ is a standalone
bootloader. It can be used to flash tiny (MSP430)
microcontrollers. It supports different operations,
including programming (PIC24 and PIC16), verification
(PIC24), HEX file downloading and flashing, as well as
resetting (PIC24 and PIC16), etc.
===================================
===== Features:
===================================
===== 1) Flash programming for PIC24 and PIC16
family of microcontrollers. 2) Restart MCU during
programming and verify the HEX file. 3) Support multiple
upload channels, so you can transmit all uploads at the
same time. 4) Interrupt the program flow during upload.
5) The software program is simple to use and the
compiler is friendly. 6) Erase unused flash to save the
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memory.
===================================
===== .. image:: .. image:: .. image:: .. image::
===================================
===== Version History:
===================================
===== 1.2 2020-01-16 ----------------------------------------- - On
PIC24 only, the upload port is now loaded directly
from.hex file. - Optimized the code and speed up by a
large extent. - Adjust the file reading code of PIC24 so
that it's no longer an issue of a low file size. - Added a
program option: overwrite the program of the flash
memory if there's a possibility that it's corrupted. - Added
a new feature to download a.hex file to the
microcontroller. - Added an instruction to reset the PIC to
enable the download of a.hex file. - Added an option to
change the upload port and speed up the uploads. -
Added an option to reset the PIC and enable uploads. -
Added a feature to copy the content of a file to a file and
do checksums.



System Requirements:

Recommended: The minimum requirements are as
follows: Hardware: CPU: Intel Core i3 @ 2.13 GHz or
greater Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia Geforce
GTX 460 or greater (any shader count will do) OS:
Windows 7 or greater Additional Notes: You'll need to use
Windows 7 or greater to play the game, there is no way
around this. Download: Windows and Mac download links
are provided on the download page, but there are some
additional notes
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